Understand the financial health of your
vendors and counterparties.
In light of emerging compliance requirements, regulations, and “know your customer ”
policies, it has become more impor tant than ever to monitor the f inancial stabilit y of
your counterpar ties and vendors.

How Financial Health Ratings (FHR®) can help your team:
Maintain meticulous records

Minimize costly surprises

Deep analysis and detailed reports provide
a thorough and irrefutable audit trail to
facilitate best practices for governance,
risk, and compliance.

Studies show that FHRs provide earlier and
more accurate warning signals than traditional
risk tools: 90% of defaults occur among
companies rated High Risk or Very High Risk.

Better manage vendor relationships

Improve efficiency

Actionable signals help to analyze both
current and prospective vendors. They are
straightforward and easy to interpret, and fit
seamlessly into your existing workflows.

Allocate your internal resources for greatest
efficiency: Allow your team to focus on the
most critical vendor relationship issues while
leveraging us for financial analysis.

Evaluate entire portfolio consistently

Receive rapid turnaround

We can rate your public and private vendors on
exactly the same basis — regardless of size,
industry, or geographic location.

Our fully automated system can produce, verify,
and update ratings within 24 hours of receiving
new public or private company financial data.

LEARN MORE
To schedule a call or receive a few sample reports of your choice, please contact us at:

information@rapidratings.com • 646.233.4600 • www.rapidratings.com
86 Chambers Street, Suite 701 • New York, NY, 10007

FINANCIAL HEALTH RATINGS (FHR ®)

An accurate, reliable, and robust analytical
solution to measure vendor risk.

Rapid Ratings Offerings

Sample Report

Company & Group Reports
A wealth of analytics and easy-to-interpret information
provide insight into vendor financial health.

Customized Alerts
Daily, weekly, or monthly notifications of FHR changes
in your customized portfolio.

News Updates
News and alerts provide context about vendors in your
portfolio.

Private Company Rating Service
Our quantitative system rates privately held companies
with the same depth of analysis as public companies.

Private Company Data Collection Service
With this premium service, we act as your agent to
collect financial data from your vendors confidentially
on your behalf.

Sector Reports
Monthly reports rank our 31 industrial and finance
sectors in order against our US benchmark index.
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